
                                   Follow-up Assessment and Evaluation Notations 

Name: Monroe  DOB: 1-1.5 yoa 
Breed: PB (APBT-X)  Sex: M - In  

 ID/License #: 11-0481 (01)  Color/Markings: Brindle - White 

Monroe SPCA            Evaluator/Tester: Trina Stillwagon 

 Assisting: Margaret Svoboda 

 

Date of Follow-up Evaluation: 5/19/2011 

Date of Intake/Initial Evaluation: 5/6/2011     
 
1. Left Alone Assessment:  Moves freely/actively around room. Stood on hind legs (counter surfing) to 
reach/explore table ï stole ball. Jumps on door, kennels (stacked). Returns to/stays at door - whines after 
approximately two minutes. (First assessment) 
 
2. Greeting Assessment:  Immediately approaches, tail wagging. No jumping, body relaxed.  
 
3/4. Sociability and Affection Reaction/Assessment:  Sniffs/explores room- returns frequently to 
evaluator ï solicits attention. 
 
5. Teeth/Mouth/Ears Exam:  Easily approached ï accepts/ tolerates easily. Sits on command 
(w/guidance) ï allows ears/teeth exam. 
 
6. Full body (feet, pads, tail) Exam:  Accepts/tolerates easily ï allows each foot to be lifted/tail examined 
ï relaxed, comfortable.  
 
7. Embrace/Safe Hug Assessment:  Accepts hug + evaluator leaning over body ï relaxed/happy. Gives 
kisses freely. 
 
8. Rawhide Chew Assessment:  Sniffs then walks away/continues exploring ï no interest in. 
 
9. Eating/Food Bowl Assessment:  Eats food from bowl/hand.  Accepts hand in bowl ï removal of bowl 
(while eating). 
 
10. Treat Motivation/Food Lure Assessment:  Follows food lure ï focus good.  Able to sit for treat ï 
somewhat ñtreat motivatedò. 
 
11. Play Drive Assessment:  Sniffs ñfluffyò toy ï no further interest.  Immediate interest in ball/tail ï 
wag/excited.  Retrieves and returns to evaluator ï doesnôt release readily ï some arousal, but no 
aggression  - some pulling during wait ï releases ball with gentle twist/release command ï some 
improvement (minimal) with repetition. (First assessment) 
 
12. Unfamiliar Individual Reaction/Assessment:  Approaches w/body ï relaxed (a little excited), tail ï 
wag - no jumping.  Solicits petting ï stays to socialize. 
 



 

                                    

13. Dog-to-dog Reaction/Assessment:  Body language ï somewhat tense (unsure) with approach from 
leashed dog.  Mild reaction ï move toward ï no aggression ï redirects easily.  Repeat response same w/ 
improvement per each.  
 
Summary of Follow-up Assessment and Evaluation:  Extremely affectionate and people pleasing, 
quick/eager to please, somewhat active, very social w/people. Adjusts well to new situations ï well 
balanced ï very responsive to human leadership.  Accepts all correction/redirection. Mild interest in other 
dogs ï some arousal noted w/approaching dog (close proximity). No other remarkable changes noted. 
 
Overall Disposition/Temperament: Balanced and Responsive - Tolerant 
 
Overall Body Condition: Good 
 
Notations/Health-Body Condition: Wounds continuing to heal (continuing antibiotics/otomax/pain meds 
no longer needed/given). Current weight ï good (some re-gain since 5-9-11).  Muscle development - good. 
Knees/joints- good, no problems noted. Overall health ï good, body condition ï good (both improving). HW 
negative ï neuter surgery scheduled. 
 
Notations/Recommendations: Monroe exhibits as a Level 1 (primary) dog-social dog traits w/some Level 
2 traits noted (dog tolerant traits). Very adoptable.  Recommend immediate placement in foster home 
(asap). Continue training, social interaction and daily exercise routines (emphasis on good manners and 
appropriate play, esp. ñrelease, leave-it, offò) and proper placement/appropriate match with experienced 
owner/adopter. Adoption Readiness Category 2, adoption placement restriction recommendations at this 
time ï no children under 12 ï single dog placement only ï emphasis on continue good manners training 
and socialization with other dogs.  Expect restrictions to change.  
 
*Note: Test Point 1 and 11 are first assessments ï all testing points first time performed/evaluated in 
appropriate location (appropriate test staging).  
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